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The entrance of Native Americans into the world of cultural resource management is forcing a change in the traditional paradigms that have
guided archaeologists, anthropologists, and other CRM professionals. This book examines these developments from tribal perspectives and
articulates native views on the identification of cultural resource, how they should be handled and by whom, and what their meaning is in
contemporary life. Stapp and Burney also demonstrate the connections between cultural resource and other issues such as native
sovereignty, economic development, human rights, and cultural integrity.
A Cultural History of the Avant-Garde in the Nordic Countries 1900-1925 is the first publication to deal with the avant-garde in the Nordic
countries at the start of the twentieth century. The essays cover a wide range of avant-garde manifestations in arts and culture: literature, the
visual arts, painting as well as photography, architecture and design, film, radio, and performing arts like music, theatre and dance. It is the
first major historical work to consider the Nordic avant-garde in a transnational perspective which includes all the arts and to discuss the role
of the avant-garde not.
A swing in a forbidden summerhouse takes Eleanor, Edward, and Georgie on some remarkable journeys.
Updated to include information on the QuickBooks 2010 Premier Editions, this reference is filled with information for accounting professionals
who want to provide extra services to clients. Business owners and bookkeepers will learn how to use the advanced accounting features
unique to the software's Premier Editions to create professional business plans as well as analyze and project company performance. Easyto-follow instructions, coverage of undocumented features, and dozens of tips, tricks, and shortcuts are provided, along with file specifications
for importing data into QuickBooks.
When Raider takes Rosie to England she finds no living kin-and long buried family secrets. When Raider offers to take Rosie to New Orleans,
she sees no other option. But it is a journey that brings her closer than ever to the daring buccaneer who has captured her heart yet farther
from the romantic dream that torments her. As the war rages at sea, Rosie once again watches Raider sail into battle, driven by the
obsession that consumes him, and taking with him the love that has become the very soul of Rosie's life.
In this unique and highly praised book, based on Buddha's Tantric teachings, the contemporary Buddhist Master, Geshe Kelsang Gyatso,
presents authentic methods for discovering this inner wealth for ourselves. Geshe Kelsang explains step-by-step how we can generate a
deeply peaceful and concentrated mind by harnessing the subtle energy system within our body. With this blissful awareness we can uncover
our true nature, destroy ignorance and suffering at its root, and swiftly become a source of inspiration and benefit for others.
When you think of your favorite bookstore, what comes to mind? Is it the physical space? Books stacked in rows and piled high, labeled with
staff recommendations? Do you think of the owner who knows each of her customers by name and can always press into your hands the
perfect book that you are sure to love? Or is it the intangible thing that draws you there: the anticipation of a new discovery, or the feeling of
community or of being at home? The relationship between a writer and his or her local store can last for years or even decades. Often it is the
author's local store that supported him during the early days of his career and that continues to introduce and hand-sell his work to new
readers. But, as many of the authors also point out, writers are also readers and customers. For them, as for most of us, a bookstore often
serves as an anchor for the community in which we all live and work -- the place that introduces us to new authors and ideas and that sets
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our children on a path to becoming lifelong readers and lovers of books.
The question of authority has always been a lively issue within the Roman Catholic Church. While some have warned against the danger of
democratizing the Church, others have warned against applying too narrowly the monarchical model which has been dominant in past
centuries. Father McKenzie's thesis is that these political paradigms simply do not apply to the Church. The Christian community, he points
out, is a unique society, and hence its understanding and use of authority must also be unique. McKenzie shows how Christian authority is
unique by illuminating the understanding of authority that Jesus gave to the society which He founded. After a brilliant exposition of authority
in the New Testament, the author traces how the Church has lost sight of these unique aspects, with a consequent erosion of both Christian
authority and Christian freedom.

This package includes a copy of ISBN 9781118443965 and a registration code for the WileyPLUS course associated with the text.
Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that your instructor requires WileyPLUS.
For customer technical support, please visit http://www.wileyplus.com/support. WileyPLUS registration cards are only included with
new products. Used and rental products may not include WileyPLUS registration cards. The Second Edition of Intermediate
Accounting: IFRS Edition, by Donald E. Kieso, Jerry J. Weygandt, and Terry D. Warfield, provides the tools global accounting
students need to understand what IFRS is and how it is applied in practice. The emphasis on fair value, the proper accounting for
financial instruments, and the new developments related to leasing, revenue recognition, and financial statement presentation are
examined in light of current practice. New Global Accounting Insights highlight the important differences that remain between IFRS
and US GAAP, and discuss the ongoing joint convergence efforts to resolve them. Comprehensive, up-to-date, and accurate,
Intermediate Accounting: IFRS Edition includes proven pedagogical tools, designed to help students learn more effectively and to
answer the changing needs of this course.
Develop high-performance multidimensional analytic OLAP solutions with Oracle Essbase 9 with this book and eBook
Using Asset Allocation to Reduce Risk and Boost Investing Returns Presenting a revolutionary new investment philosophy that
redefines how we view sector investing, The Sector Strategist challenges long held ideas about how this unique area of finance
operates. Misconceptions, such as the belief that international stocks provide diversification, are preventing investors from making
the most of the opportunities for financial growth that sectors provide, and the book presents practical, applicable evidence that a
better, more profitable option is available. Additionally, the book hopes to give readers an opportunity to improve returns and
protect retirement assets by providing a wide range of techniques and tools designed to optimize wealth that the author has
developed over the last decade. Designed to help investors avoid the often inaccurate assumptions made by "experts" which
promote typical asset allocation Written by Timothy McIntosh, investment expert and founder of SIPCO/Strategic Investment
Partners, whose firm's stock portfolio has earned five-star returns from Morningstar annually since 2003 Contains easy-to-apply
tools for wealth protection and growth that have been proven successful during the market fluctuations of 2002 and 2008 The
history and opportunities afforded by sectors have been written about at length, but no book has broken with tradition so radically,
and with such success, as The Sector Strategist.
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This hands-on book presents an innovative approach to guided reading that is manageable even for teachers who are new to
small-group, differentiated reading instruction. --from publisher description.
"Russell's debut novel SAMHANE really packs a punch. A thrill ride of visceral horror and suspense that steadily builds to a very
satisfying conclusion. I enjoyed the hell out of it!"Gord Rollo, Author of Valley of The Scarecrow and The Jigsaw Man"My oh my
does it get wet within these pages, dear friends." Shroud Magazine."Horror lovers rejoice--you're about to be scared...or scarred.
Russell's well-crafted nightmares will haunt you long after you've closed the pages of Samhane!" Fran Friel, Bram Stoker Finalist,
author of Mama's Boy and Other Dark Tales"If you enjoy the odd Richard Laymon outing and don't believe that horror begins and
ends with Stephen King than dial in, Daniel I. Russell serves up a blood soaked treat for your consumption." Scaryminds "For
weeks, I have tossed and turned in my bed in turmoil over whether to publish this. But the people of this town must be warned.
Everyone must be aware of the danger lurking in the dark, waiting."Samhane. Just a sleepy town in the rolling hills of northern
England. A nice place to live.Few people know the truth.Donald Patterson travels to Samhane in pursuit of a sadistic murderer and
rapist. Unless Donald reaches Orchard House by midnight, his fiancee will be the star of the next torturous broadcast....Brian
Rathbone and his son are already in Samhane, hired by the mayor. Specialist exterminators, their talents have helped to deal with
the 'little problems' that have begun to massacre the residents. But as events take a more sinister turn, Brian wonders about the
true reason they are there....Blood and carnage. Pain and suffering. Desire and sweet chaos.Welcome to Samhane.
The notion of matching diet with an individual's genetic makeup is transforming the way the public views nutrition as a means of
managing health and preventing disease. To fulfill the promise of nutritional genomics, researchers are beginning to reconcile the
diverse properties of dietary factors with our current knowledge of genome structure and g
Blake was a visionary like no other. To some, like William Wordsworth, the only explanation for the remarkable spiritual world
Blake witnessed and brought to life in his books was 'insane genius'. Although such a view persisted well into the twentieth
century, this is the pivotal work which challenged that perspective and changed forever our understanding of William Blake's
genius, placing him in the esoteric tradition. For many this book will be a revelation; for lovers of Blake it is indispensable.
The question "Why do they hate us?" is one of the most oft-cited puzzles of contemporary American affairs, yet it’s not clear to
whom "they" or "us" refers, nor even what "hate" means. In this bold new work, Ella Shohat and Robert Stam take apart the "hate
discourse" of right-wing politics, placing it in an international context. How, for example, do other nations love themselves, and how
is that love connected to their attitudes toward America? Is love of country "monogamous" or can one love many countries? When
can a country’s self-love be a symptom of self-hatred? Drawing upon their extensive experience with South American, European,
and Middle Eastern societies, the authors have written a long engagement with a problem that refuses to go away. Flagging
Patriotism considers these complex features of "being patriotic," and in so doing insists that the idea of patriotism, instead of being
rejected or embraced, be accorded the complex identity it possesses.
There has been rapid growth in biomedical engineering in recent decades, given advancements in medical imaging and
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physiological modelling and sensing systems, coupled with immense growth in computational and network technology, analytic
approaches, visualization and virtual-reality, man-machine interaction and automation. Biomedical engineering involves applying
engineering principles to the medical and biological sciences and it comprises several topics including biomedicine, medical
imaging, physiological modelling and sensing, instrumentation, real-time systems, automation and control, signal processing,
image reconstruction, processing and analysis, pattern recognition, and biomechanics. It holds great promise for the diagnosis and
treatment of complex medical conditions, in particular, as we can now target direct clinical applications, research and development
in biomedical engineering is helping us to develop innovative implants and prosthetics, create new medical imaging technologies
and improve tools and techniques for the detection, prevention and treatment of diseases. The contributing authors in this edited
book present representative surveys of advances in their respective fields, focusing in particular on techniques for the analysis of
complex biomedical data. The book will be a useful reference for graduate students, researchers and industrial practitioners in
computer science, biomedical engineering, and computational and molecular biology.
(Berklee Guide). Play jazz piano with new facility and expression as Ray Santisi, one of the most revered educators at the Berklee
College of Music and mentor to Keith Jarrett, Diana Krall, Joe Zawinul, and thousands of others reveals the pedagogy at the core
of Berklee's jazz piano curriculum. From beginning through advanced levels, Berklee Jazz Piano maps the school's curriculum: a
unique blend of theory and application that gives you a deep, practical understanding of how to play jazz. Concepts are illustrated
on the accompanying online audio, where you'll hear how one of the great jazz pianists and educators of our time applies these
concepts to both jazz standards and original compositions, and how you can do the same. You will learn: * Jazz chords and their
characteristic tension substitutions, in many voicings and configurations * Modes and scales common in jazz * Techniques for
comping, developing bass lines, harmonizing melodies, melodizing harmonies, and improvisation * Practice techniques for
committing these concepts to your muscle memory * Variations for solo and ensemble playing * Advanced concepts, such as
rhythmic displacement, approach-chord harmonization, and jazz counterpoint
Count from 1 to 10 and do it again in this exuberant big top counting book. As clowns, acrobats, and lions do their tricks in sparkly
three-dimensional art, a pair of sprightly mice dares readers to find them on every page.
In this completely revised and updated edition of international bestseller WATCHING THE ENGLISH, anthropologist Kate Fox
takes a revealing look at the quirks, habits and foibles of the English people. Now with new survey data to add weight to her
original fieldwork findings, and more extensive field-research and experiments to back up earlier observations, Kate Fox has
deciphered yet more enigmatic behaviour codes, adding new rules, new subcultures, new chapters and over 100 updates. If you're
English, this new edition of Kate Fox's acclaimed international bestseller will make you stand back and re-examine everything you
take for granted - and if you aren't English you'll finally understand all our peculiar little ways. WATCHING THE ENGLISH has sold
more than half a million copies and has been translated into many languages. Not only a worldwide bestseller, but also a set text
for university anthropology courses, WATCHING THE ENGLISH has been widely praised as a revealing and entertaining
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dissection of the English national character.
LEGO Guns is packed with building instructions for five impressive looking "weapons" built entirely from LEGO TECHNIC parts. In
this heavily illustrated 2-color book, you learn how to use LEGO TECHNIC pieces to build working model guns like the Warbeast,
a sophisticated, fully-automatic submachine gun; Parabella, a semi-automatic pistol; Thriller, a slide action crossbow pistol with
smooth cocking and chambering mechanisms; and the Magic Moth, a simple butterfly "knife" built with TECHNIC pieces. With the
help of a bit of sanding, some rubber bands, and Krazy Glue, each gun actually shoots LEGO bricks at high speed, with surprising
accuracy. The building instructions for each model are easy to follow and include detailed parts lists. LEGO Guns also includes
sections discussing the general concepts of LEGO gun design and offers practical building tips and tricks. The models range from
sophisticated to easy, and readers of all ages will find something enjoyable to build and play with.
Reprinted Edition Darkly handsome and dangerously sexy, these voracious vampires are out for blood--and bound for eternal love.
. . Dark Secret by Hannah Howell Alone in the world and on a desperate search, Murdina Dunbar finds an ally in mysterious Sir
Gillanders Baldwin. Something about her sexy protector stirs her blood. Soon, not even whispers that he's a dangerous demon
can keep her from his bed. . . Highland Vampire by Diana Cosby As King of the Highland Coven, vampire Aedan MacGregor
knows that falling for the fey Rowan Campbell could destroy her. But one taste of her healing blood and he craves her like no
other. Dare he claim her, knowing he might lose her forever?. . . Never Been Bitten by Erica Ridley Rumored to be a vampire,
rakish Mr. Macane is ravishing all the ladies of the ton! Yet, Miss Elspeth Ramsay cannot bring herself to tremble in his presence.
But once Ellie feels the thrill of his teeth at her throat, she finds herself biting him back!. . .
Transforming the old Caffey property into Hope Springs's new community arts center won't be easy for celebrated weaver Luna
Meadows, but she sees it as a labor of love.The center will honor Sierra Caffey, the best friend Luna lost years ago in a car crash.
But when Angelo Caffey—Sierra's older brother and Luna's first love—returns to his family's former home demanding answers, Luna
must also face her long-buried feelings for him.Angelo left Hope Springs—and Luna—eight years ago. Handsome and headstrong,
he suspects the beautiful Luna harbors a secret about the accident. Yet despite his best efforts, he can't resist the heat that still
simmers between them. Will the untold truth shatter their future? Or could a new beginning lie within the tangled threads of their
past?Part of the Hope Springs series, this charming romance follows two broken hearts on their long journey home.
Patrick Kelly, nationally acclaimed speaker and author of best-selling book, Tax-Free Retirement, follows the key concepts and
guidelines he developed with the new release of The Retirement Miracle. A must-read for anyone planning their retirement, his
user-friendly guide describes the ability in which consumers can freely access their retirement dollars without being taxed and can
grow their money without the threat of a market risk or growth. Kelly's powerful insight lays the foundations in which consumers
can leave behind to their beneficiaries an income-tax-free inheritance.
Drawing on a range of theoretical perspectives and engaging with new empirical evidence from around the world, this collection
examines how privilege, agency and affect are linked, and where possibilities for social change might lie.
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Recommended uses for Melaleuca products based on research and the clinical experiences of health care professionals and
veterinarians and proven household solutions recommended by people who use Melaleuca products every day. • Over 200 health
conditions with remedies and prevention strategies based on research and the clinical experiences of health care professionals. •
Over 150 home care problems with solutions recommended by people who use Melaleuca products every day. • Over 215
ailments common to dogs, cats, horses, and farm animals with remedies recommended by veterinarians, farmers, ranchers, and
horse and pet lovers. • Inspiring chapter on the history of Melaleuca, Inc. and founder and CEO, Frank L. VanderSloot. • Chapter
on Melaleuca alternifolia oil with a comprehensive list of research articles. • Chapters on nutritional supplements, grape seed
extract, heart health, digestive health, immune system, depression, glucosamine, prostate health, menopause, vision, urinary tract
infections, and head lice. • Chapter on the health effects of toxic chemicals in household products. • A useful Products Index that
references the various applications for Melaleuca products ... Plus much more!
The rationale of brain tumour surgery depends on two antagonist goals: on one hand, to optimise the quality of resection, on the
other hand, to minimise the risk of permanent postoperative deficit. However, due to the physiological interindividual anatomofunctional variability, increased in cases of cerebral tumours because of the plastic potential of the brain, a study of the interactions
between the lesion and the host seems mandatory - in order to understand the individual dynamic organisation of the brain, then
with the goal to avoid postsurgical sequelae.In this way, new methods of functional brain mapping can be useful for the
neurosurgeon. First, before surgery, non-invasive functional neuroimaging techniques (fMRI, PET, MEG) and invasive
extraoperative electrical mapping (subdural grids) may allow to study the cortical organisation for each patient. Furthermore,
Diffusion Tensor Imaging can help to understand the brain connectivity. Thus, the relationships between the tumour and the
eloquent areas can be estimated, and these data applied to the surgical planning. Second, during surgery, direct intraoperative
electrical stimulation permits to detect with accuracy and reliability, both the cortical sites and the white pathways essential for a
given function, at each moment and each place of the tumour removal. Moreover, repeated stimulations all along the surgical act
also allow to study the mechanisms of short-term plasticity, induced by the resection itself. This on-line mapping is used to tailor
the resection according to cortico-subcortical functional boundaries. Third, postoperative neurofunctional imaging, combined to the
precise evaluation of the clinical course and the objective assessment of the location and extent of resection, gives the opportunity
to study the mechanisms underlying the functional compensation, i.e. the long-term plasticity. This potential may be used to
perform a second surgery with a better quality of resection than the first one, thanks to possible brain remapping. Such a pre-,
intra- and post-surgical longitudinal study of dynamic interactions between brain and lesion, allows to better apprehend the distinct
patterns of functional redistribution for each patient, thus to apply this knowledge in order: to better select the surgical indication in
brain tumours; to better inform the patient of the actual risk of transient postoperative deficit; to better plan the resection (surgical
approach, cortico-subcortical boundaries); to optimise the quality of tumour removal while preserving the functional areas and
tracts; and to plan a specific rehabilitation. Finally, on a fundamental point of view, the association of methods of functional
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mapping in neurosurgical patients allows to better understand the pathophysiology of brain areas, their connectivity, and the
mechanisms of plastic potential of the glio-neurono-synaptic networks.
A Laurel Heights Novel, Book 7 First rule of matchmaking: Don't fall in love with your client. Second rule of matchmaking: Don't fall
in love with your client! Valentine Jones has never been good at following rules, especially the one that matters most: following the
family tradition of being a matchmaker. She's tried, but she happens to suck at it. So when her mother swoops in to help, Valentine
is determined to prove she doesn't need a babysitter. Enter Ethan "The Predator" Hunter, ex-fighter and all-around hunk. Career
on hold because of injury, his sole focus is to get back in the ring. He has no interest in the people--until Valentine sets her
matchmaking sights on him. Suddenly Ethan's world is filled with nonstop commotion and lessons on attracting women. Only
Ethan doesn't want a random woman. He wants his matchmaker--rules be damned. The rest of Kate Perry's fun, sexy Laurel
Heights series is available now: Book 1: PERFECT FOR YOU Book 2: CLOSE TO YOU Book 3: RETURN TO YOU Book 4:
LOOKING FOR YOU Book 5: DREAM OF YOU Book 6: SWEET ON YOU Book 7: TAMED BY YOU Fans of Bella Andre, Rachel
Gibson, and Kristan Higgins will love this quirky romance series with strong, independent woman and sexy alpha heroes.
REVIEWS: "Perry's storytelling skills just keep getting better and better!" -Romantic Times Book Reviews "Can't wait for the next in
this series...simply great reading. Another winner by this amazing author." -Romance Reviews Magazine "Hot! Recommended!"
-Bookpleasures "Exciting and simply terrific." -Romancereviews.com "Kate Perry is on my auto buy list." -Night Owl Romance "A
winning and entertaining combination of humor and pathos."
Architektur im digitalen Zeitalter, eine zwei Jahrzehnte alte und wechselvolle Geschichte. Dieses Buch aus der Reihe Architectural
Design (AD) beschreibt sämtliche Stufen und Phasen: von Folding zu Cyberspace, Nichtlinearität und Hypersurface-Architektur,
von Versionierung zu Skripting, Emergenz, Informationsmodellen und Parametricism. Es erfasst und interpretiert den Geist der
jeweiligen Zeit mit dokumentarischer Präzision, fördert und antizipiert oftmals bedeutende Entwicklungen in Architektur und
Architekturtheorie. Diese Anthologie der bedeutendsten Artikel aus Architectural Design ist chronologisch und thematisch
geordnet, bietet einen vollständigen historischen Zeitstrahl zu computergestütztem Design und digitalen Produktionsformen, von
den Anfängen bis zur heutigen Vorrangstellung dieser Technologien. Mario Capo gibt in seiner ausführlichen Einleitung und im
Vorwort zu jedem Originaltext einen scharfsinnigen Überblick über die jüngste Geschichte des digitalen Designs. Diese Synopse
fehlte bislang, sowohl als pädagogisches Instrument für Studenten als auch Forschungsinstrument für Wissenschaftler. Sie spannt
den Bogen zwischen dem Status quo "digitaler" Architektur und der Geschichte und Theorie jüngster Entwicklungen und Trends,
stellt wichtige Fragen zu den heutigen Methoden und Techniken im professionellen Design. Eine umfassende Anthologie digitaler
Architektur von Mario Carpo, einem der herausragendsten Wissenschaftler in diesem Fachgebiet. - enthält bahnbrechende
Essays von Bernard Cache, Peter Eisenman, John Frazer, Charles Jencks, Greg Lynn, Achim Menges und Patrik Schumacher stellt die wichtigsten Werke von FOA, Frank Gehry, Zaha Hadid, Ali Rahim, Lars Spuybroek/NOX, Kas Oosterhuis und ShoP vor
The Public Work of Rhetoric presents the art of rhetorical techné as a contemporary praxis for civic engagement and social
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change, which is necessarily inclusive of people inside and outside the academy. In this provocative call to action, editors John M.
Ackerman and David J. Coogan, along with seventeen other accomplished contributors, offer case studies and criticism on the
rhetorical practices of citizen-scholars pursuing democratic ideals in diverse civic communities—with partnerships across a range of
media, institutions, exigencies, and discourses. Challenging conventional research methodologies and the traditional insularity of
higher education, these essays argue that civic engagement as a rhetorical act requires critical attention to our notoriously veiled
identity in public life, to our uneasy affiliation with democracy as a public virtue, and to the transcendent powers of discourse and
ideology. This can be accomplished, the contributors argue, by building on the compatible traditions of materialist rhetoric and
community literacy, two vestiges of rhetoric's dual citizenship in the fields of communication and English. This approach expresses
a collective desire in rhetoric for more politically responsive scholarship, more visible impact in public life, and more access to the
critical spaces between universities and their communities.
Minerva’s Night Out presents series of essays bynoted philosopher and motion picture and media theorist NoëlCarroll that explore
issues at the intersection of philosophy,motion pictures, and popular culture. Presents a wide-ranging series of essays that reflect
onphilosophical issues relating to modern film and popularculture Authored by one of the best known philosophers dealing withfilm
and popular culture Written in an accessible manner to appeal to students andscholars Coverage ranges from the philosophy of
Halloween toVertigo and the pathologies of romantic love
A history of Paris in twelve métro stops. Métro Stop Paris recounts the extraordinary and colorful history of the City of Light, by
way of twelve Métro stops-a voyage across both space and time. At each stop a Parisian building, or street, or tomb or landmark
sparks a story that holds particular significance for that area of the city. Dallas takes us to the jazz cellars and literary cafés of
Montparnasse and Saint-Germain-des-Prés; the catacombs at Hell's Gate; and the Opéra during the days of Claude Debussy. A
darker side of Paris emerges at the Trocadéro stop and a charitable side at the Gare du Nord, which highlights the work of Saint
Vincent de Paul. Finally, our journey ends at Père-Lachaise cemetery with the little-known story of Oscar Wilde's curious
involvement in the Dreyfus affair, one of France's greatest legal scandals. From Hell (the Denfert-Rochereau stop on the south
side of the city) to Heaven (the Gare du Nord at the north end of Paris), Métro Stop Paris carries readers on a journey of the heart
and mind. Métro Stop Paris is a thinker's guide to Paris made up of "slices of life," little vignettes drawn from Paris's two thousand
years of history. Taken separately, these are charming historic tales about a city known and loved by many, but read as a whole
Métro Stop Paris goes straight to the heart of what is quintessentially Parisian.

In 1995, in the first contested election in the history of the AFL-CIO, John Sweeney won the presidency of the nation’s
largest labor federation, promising renewal and resurgence. Today, less than 7 percent of American private-sector
workers belong to a union, the lowest percentage since the beginning of the twentieth century, and public employee
collective bargaining has been dealt devastating blows in Wisconsin and elsewhere. What happened? Jane McAlevey is
famous—and notorious—in the American labor movement
as the hard-charging organizer who racked up a string of
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victories at a time when union leaders said winning wasn’t possible. Then she was bounced from the movement, a victim
of the high-level internecine warfare that has torn apart organized labor. In this engrossing and funny narrative—that
reflects the personality of its charismatic, wisecracking author—McAlevey tells the story of a number of dramatic
organizing and contract victories, and the unconventional strategies that helped achieve them. Raising Expectations (and
Raising Hell) argues that labor can be revived, but only if the movement acknowledges its mistakes and fully commits to
deep organizing, participatory education, militancy, and an approach to workers and their communities that more
resembles the campaigns of the 1930s—in short, social movement unionism that involves raising workers’ expectations
(while raising hell).
An official, self-paced test exam covers the objectives of the new CCNA INTRO exam in a modular format and provides
customizable test banks, score and history reporting, review questions, scenario-based exercises, and network
simulation software on the companion CD-ROM. Original. (Intermediate)
Real moms. Real advice. Real fast. The experts tell you what you should be doing. But they don't know what you're really
going through. We do. We're real moms. When you're so sleepy you can't remember the last time you brushed your
teeth, and you find yourself crying at diaper commercials, you know you're a new mom. And the only thing you need right
now -- besides a housekeeper, a personal trainer, a masseuse, and a very long nap -- is a crash course in mommy knowhow. Look no further! The Gallagher Guide to the Baby Years gives you the straight skinny on everything from coping
with morning sickness to making potty training a breeze. It's a handy reference of indispensable product ratings, brand
recommendations, and advice that's been tested in the trenches. All ranked, rated, and ready for you to use right now!
Discover: how real moms cope with morning sickness, heartburn, and bed rest the one infant car seat no mom should be
without the ten most important features to look for in a stroller why you don't have to buy a pricey high chair -- and what
to get that's cheaper and better eight sure-fire strategies for getting baby to sleep through the night seven secrets for
getting dad to help out more incredible tools for time-crunched moms ...and much, much more in this essential "cheat
sheet" for the twenty-first century mom. From Kapolei, Hawaii, to Kent, England, the 200 moms -- including 30 doctormoms -- who contributed to the book come from all over the world.
"For one hundred years the deep space signal has been transmitted to Earth. All attempts to decode it have failed. On
Mars, Carrie Barrington, the first human child is born. She has always known she was different. Her telepathic and
telekinetic abilities are becoming ever more difficult to control. Her link to a deadly organism found in a deep cave on
Mars haunts her dreams. When disaster strikes, it falls upon her father as commander of The Agathon, the first faster
than light ship ever built, to travel to origin of the signal makers in the hopes of finding the mysterious race. What they
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find not only threatens to destroy the ship but all life in the galaxy. The fate of humanity now rests in the fingertips of
Carrie Barrington and her reclusive and mysterious mentor, Doctor Tyrone Tyrell."--Amazon.com.
"The Food of Spain gives you the real taste of a country that has an intense passion for its food, wine and time-honoured
culinary traditions. Join our journey from the tapas bars of Madrid to the home kitchens of Granada, through to the
markets of Barcelona, and the fine-cuisine restaurants of San Sebastian, and discover the food that defines today's
Spanish cooking: garlic mushrooms and chorizo with cider, a saffron-infused seafood paella, or deliciously rich crema
catalana. Each recipe is photographed as it is made, and is accompanied by useful hints and ingredients. Beautiful
photographs shot in Spain show how to choose the best produce, from market-fresh Mediterranean vegetables and
seafood, to meats and a wealth of herbs, spices and condiments. To partner the recipes, there are special features on
many of the food ideas that encompass the Spanish way of life. A glossary helps you identify and source your ingredients
and offers helpful tips on substitution."--Publisher.
The first full and complete modern biography of Texas Ranger Captain Hughes, who served as a Texas Ranger from
1887 until early 1915—longer than any other on the force. He first came to the attention of the Rangers after trailing horse
thieves and recovering his stock. In his golden years he became a national celebrity, receiving more awards and honors
than any other Texas Ranger.
This Handbook brings together scholars from around the world in addressing the global significance of, controversies
over and alternatives to intellectual property (IP) today. It brings together over fifty of the leading authors in this field
across the spectrum of academic disciplines, from law, economics, geography, sociology, politics and anthropology. This
volume addresses the full spectrum of IP issues including copyright, patent, trademarks and trade secrets, as well as
parallel rights and novel applications. In addition to addressing the role of IP in an increasingly information based and
globalized economy and culture, it also challenges the utility and viability of IP today and addresses a range of alternative
futures.
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